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ABSTRACT 

It is shown rigorously tbat unitarity and parity 

conservation require a-channel helicity-conserving 

partial wave amplitudes to be larger than helicity flip 

amplitudes for elastic processes (but not for inelastic 

diffractive processes). The ratio of flip to nonflip 

amplitudes is estimted (but not rigorously prQved)'to be 

(1/s)! or smaller for large s. Implications for 

Regge theory are discussed. 

. 1 
Following the discovery by Ballam et al. that a-channel 

helicity is conserved in p photoproduction up to t = -0.4 Gel-, it 

2 was suggested by Gilman et al. that a-channel helicity conservation 

(SCHC) might be a general property of all Pomeranehukon exchange 

processes. The experimental evidence; however, indicates tr~t 

although SCHC does hold in nN elastic scattering2' 3 and in p 

1 photoproduction (which to some degree of approximation may be similar 

to pp elastic scattering), it does not hold for diffractive proc-
4 

esses lUte np -> ~P· There have been a number of theoretical papers 

on the implications of SCHC, but little model-independent work has 

been done on its·origins. 5 In this paper we will show that a form of 

SCHC must approximately hold at high s as a simple constraint of 
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parity conservation and unitarity. The ratio of helicity flip to 

nonflip amplitudes cannot be rigorously predicted, but simple model
~ 

independent assumptions indicate that it is of the order (l/s)2 or 

smaller. 

The basic argument is extremely simple. The partial wave 

unitarity equation for an elastic two-body process is 

Im(~/1.4 /AJ (s) 1"-:!. ~) I P (A.../1.4 /AJ(s) /JMPq)("-:t~ /AJ(s) IJM!tl>* 
q :> * 

q (1) 

In writing down a unitarity equation any complete orthonormal set of 

intermediate states can be used. ·We b&ve chosen states of di:U'inite 

total angular momentum J, z-c6ml?<?Ilent M 7' /1. =< "-J.·~~ .and, ~rity.,- P. '

The label q represents all the other variables needed to describe 

the state completely (number and kinds of particles, internal orbital 

angular momenta, spins, subenergies, etc. ) • The parity P is 

actually determined by the other variables. Also, p is a positive 
q 

definite kinematic factor. For two-body intermediate states 
1 

pq = 2kql(s)2~ where kq is the center-of-mass momentum of the state. 

Equation (1) can be derived by writing down the ordinary (linear 

momentum) unitarity equation, choosing intermediate-states as described 

above, and expanding the initial and final two-body states in terms of 

angular momentum states. 6 

There are four special cases of (1): 

CASE (I), Helicity Nonflip. 

This is the ease in which "-:!. = ~ and ~ = /1.4 . ~u$t;Lon (1) 

becomes 
t : ~ 

Im("-:t~/AJ(s)/"-:t~) L Pq/("-:t~ /p;J(s) /JM!t!) /
2

, 
q 

(2) 
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a sum of positive terms. 

CASE (II), Helicity Total Flip. 

This means that 

equation is 

Im(-"J_ -~ /AJ(s) I~~) 

~· = -~ and ~ 

,., ( J -s -s 
11 ~ -1) 1 2 

-;>...4. The unitarity 

IPpq/(~~ /AJ(s)/JMPq) 12. 
q (3) 

We have used the assumption of parity conservation and the fact that 

[with the pba.se conventions o{ Ref. (6)] 

J-s -s 
Pep/JM- ~- A.2) = 'll~(-1) 1 2/JM ~ ~). (4) 

Of course, T]i and si are the intrinsic parity and spin of particle 

i, and P is the reflection operator. op Comparing (2) and (3), we 

see that the imaginary part of the helicity nonflip (total flip) 

partial wave amplitude is the sum (difference) of positive contribu

tions from the positive and negative pl.rity intermedia.te states. At 

high energies the intermediate states are extremely complicated and 

have very many degrees of freedom. Not only are we summing over the 

number and type of particles, but also over many internal orbital 

angular momenta. It is difficult to imagine how either the positive 

or negative parity states could dominate at very high energies. Hence, 

we believe that the helicity total flip amplitude should be much 
7 

smaller than the nonflip for large s • A specific mechanism for 

the cancellation will be suggested later in the paper. 

Cases (I) and (II) exhaust the possibilities for nN elastic 

scattering. For more complicated spin structures, such as the 

hypothetical pp ~ pp reaction, there are two more possibilities: 

-4-

CASE (III), Helicity Partial Flip. 

This means that ~ = -~ or ~ = -A.4. Nothing can be said 

directly from unitarity about this amplitude. If we make the addi-

tional assumption that high-energy elastic scattering is dominated by 

the exchange of a Pomeranchukon trajectory with factorizable residues, 

we can argue that this amplitude should also be small. For example, 

by first considering pn and np scattering, we can conclude that 

the t-channel Pomeranchukon residues must be such as to prevent the 

s-channel helicities of the p or the p from changing sign in any 

diffractive reaction, including pp elastic scattering. 

CASE (IV). 

This includes all other amplitudes. Nothing can be said 

rigorously from unitarity. 

We will now state our definition of SCHC: for very high-energy 

elastic ·scattering, the imaginary pl.rts of the helicity total flip 

partial wave amplitudes are much smaller than those of the nonflip. 

If factorization holds, the result can be extended to partial flip 

amplitudes. Of course, high-energy diffractive amplitudes are 

expected to be largely imaginary. Applicable reactions include 

nN, KN, pp, rp, pp, pn, pp, etc. For pp we mean that a 

final proton should maintain the helicity of the initial proton with 

which it has a .small momentum transfer. The result should also hold 

for p photoproduction to the extent that the amplitudes, including 

the spin structure in the center-of-mass frame, are the same as for 

pp elastic scattering. However, we have found no reason for 

amplitudes like (A. = o A. = !.IAJ(s)/A. = 1 
p p 2 7 

A. = !. ) i p 2 ' ncluded 

in Case (IV), to .be smalL 

• 

, 

• 

f:r 
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Our results cannot be generalized to inelastic diff'ractive 

processes because even for Case (I) the unitarity sum would not be a 

sum of positive terms. From factorization, however, we expect that 

the proton helicity should be conserved in processes like np ~ ~P· 

Now consider the full amplitudes. It is well known that the 

functions df
11

(e) (J..L = ~- :>.4) that appear in the partial wave exp:m

sion carry the kinematic factor (sin ( e/2)) 1:>.-J..LI. This factor causes 

the flip amplitudes to vanish in the forward direction, as required by 

angular momentum conservation. The coefficient of this factor, howevez; 

is very large; for large J it is JJ..L-A./(J..L-A.)! at e = 0 (for J..L > A.). 

For diffractive scattering, we expect all of the pu-tial waves up to 

_!_ 1 - 8 
J near b(s)2 /2, where b ~ 5 GeV- , to be important. The reader can 

easily verify that these facts imply that the ratio R of helicity 

flip to nonflip amplitudes is 

R f(t)(-t) 1:>.-J..LI/2 X << 1' (5) 

where t is in units of Gev2 in the kinematic factor, X is the 

typical ratio of the corresponding partial wave amplitudes, and f(t) 

is a function that depends on the details of the amplitudes but is 

close to unity. For 1!N or KN scattering this means 

lmA/sBI ~ f(t) X « 1, (6) 

where A and B are the CGLN amplitudes9 and m is the nucleon mass. 

This, of course, suggests that A decouples f'rom the Pomeranchukon. 

Now let us discuss one possible mechanism for the cancellation 

between positive and negative parity intermediate states. This will 

require additional dynamical assumptions, but even if this specific 

calculation should turn out to be wrong, the general argument following 

( 4) will not be affected. 

For rrp elastic scattering, for example, each intermediate 

state will contain at least one nucleon. For these pr.oduction ampli-

tudes we will assume that one of these nucleons is a fragment of the 

initial proton, i.e.,that it has an energy distribution peaked near 
l 

(s)2/2 and that its angular distribution is sharply peaked in the 

forward direction. These assumptions are canp1tible with most models 

(such as the multiperipheral) and are supported by experiments on 

10 
related processes (such as pp ~ p + anything ). Under these assump-

tions there is a forward-backward asymmetry in np production 

reactions, corresponding to a superposition of positive and negative 

parity states. 

To.estimate this effect mare carefully, consider the amplitude 

illustrated in Fig. 1. A n: and a p in a linear momentum state 

interact to produce a single nucleon of three mcmentum k and z-

component of spin ms (our intermediate states are chosen to have 

definite parity), and some configuration of other pu-ticles. In a 

purely formal sense we can think of this as a two-body reaction. The 

second "particle" has a definite angular momentum Jq' z-component 

m , and a definite parity in its own center of mass; q describes its q -

other quantum numbers and subenergies. True two-body intermediate 

states are a special case. Finally, the two "particles" have relative 

orbital angular momentum L and z-component ~. This amplitude is 

(k L m1 m,; Jq mq qiAt(,) I• = ~ = 0 '•) = J l~ fQ(~) Yim, (~) , 

(7) 

where fQ (n) is the angular distribution of the final nucleon and Q 

represents all of the quantum numbers of the final state except L 

and -~. For fixed Q and ~ our previous assumptions guarantee 
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that the amplitude varies smoothly with L up to L of the order of 

k (in GeV) where it cuts off. Both even and odd values of L enter 

with equal importance. 

If we now label the states in (2) and (3) by IJMP; krJ J q), 
q r 

where J is the sum of J and the nucleon spin, we can easily show r q 

that 

l6n:(2J+l)(A. IAJ (s) IJMP; kLJ J q) 
. p q r 

" (JM IL llJ. .rr M-IIJ.) ( e=9f=o 

L 
m..m m 
. -" s q 

(J M-m. .IJ m
2 
-
1 

m ) 
r ~' q q s 

x.pjA(s)jkt ~ ms; Jq mq q) 

~) 

All of the amplitudes on the right vary uniformly with L up to 

L = O(k). This at least suggests that both even and odd values of L 

occur with equal importance on the left-hand side for each fixed value 

of J, k, Jr' Jq' and q, although this cannot. really be proved 

without a detailed knowledge of the ~, m , and m dependence of s q 

the amplitudes on the right. With the other variables fixed, the 

~rity of the final state on the left changes when L is changed by 

one unit. Hence, when we sum over L in (2 ), approximately k terms 

of com~rable magnitude add together. In (3 ) , however, the terms 

cancel, and only on the arder of one term survives. We must then 

integrate over the distribution of k. values, which is peaked near 
l 

(s)
2
/2. Hence, we expect the.contribution of the states of a given 

J , J , and q to the helicity nonflip amplitude to be larger by a 
r q 1 

factar (s )2 than the contribution to the total flip amplitude. 

Additional cancellations dan occur as we sum over the other variables. 

Although cOmplicated by symmetry problems, -the argument can be extended 
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to the case in which there are several nucleons in the intermediate 

state, as long as one of them is a fragment of the initial proton and 

the others have no preferred direction. Therefore, we expect 

R < (-t) lx.-~ 1/2 [ e f
1 

(t) + f2(t)/(s)~], (9) 

~here f 1 and f 2 are fUnctions of t and e is a very small 

(possibly zero) constant generated by the intermediate states that do 

not fulfill our dynamical assumptions. 

Similar arguments can be made for pp, pp, etc. For Pl! 

scattering, we must make the additional (questionable) assumption that 

there is always one pion that can be considered a fragment of the 

initial p and that all of the other pions are actually decay products 

of produced p's. 

Let us now use our results as a constraint on Regge residues 

ll for elastic processes. Thews bas shown that exact SCHC (including 

the vanishing of Case (IV) amplitudes] is com~tible with factorizab1e 

POmeranchukon exchange only at infinite s. This is because the e1e-

ments of the he1icity crossing matrix can be written as a power series 

in 1/s, the coefficients depending on t. If we I."equire that the 

contributions of the constant terms to all of the s-channe1 helicity 

changing amplitudes exactly vanish, we can uniquely determine the 

ratios of the t-channe1 flip residues to nonflip residues. These 

ratios being determined, the 1/s and higher order terms can be cal

culated and do not vanish; hence, the Pbmeranchukon contribution to R 

in (5) should decrease as 1/ s. For the Pomeranchukon ~rt of :n:N or 
.!. 

KN scattering the ratio is predicted to be m(-t)2 /s. If' the residues 

do not arrange themselves perfectly there could also be a small energy

independent contribution to R. 

,. 
r •. 

;;_ ., 
I 

:r 
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For more complicated spin structures we do not really expect 

the Case (IV) amplitudes to vanish; we still have certain linear rela-

tions between the residues, due to the constraints on the Case (II) and 

(III) amplitudes, but we cannot determine all of the ratios. 

The residues of secondary trajectories could also be arranged so 

as to give SCHC to first order, but there is no special reason to exp;rl 

this. Hence, we expect the. leading contribution to the s-channel flip 

amplitude to be given by the secondary trajectories. This is smaller 

tXt) _.!. 
than the nonflip amplitude by s_ :::: s 2

, where tXt) is the differ-

ence between the secondary and Fbmeranchukon trajectories. Finally, 

the t-channel residues must be such as to give the ( -t) jA.-1! 1/2 

kinematic factor in the s-channel amplitude. Hence, these simple Regge 

arguments reproduce (9). 

We can restate these conclusions if we accept the Harari-Freund 

12 
hypothesis that the low-energy background is associated with 

Fbmeranchukon exchange: the flip-to-nonflip ratio for the background 

should vary as 1/s. Hence, vestiges of SCHC may persist to fairly low 

energies for the background. SCHC should not hold for the low-energy 

resonance amplitude, however; rather, the helicity structure is 

entirely determined by the· spins and parities of the resonances. 
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FIGURE CAPTION 

Fig. 1. Production amplitude treated formally as a two-body amplitude. 
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